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Addressing the “youth issue”

Part one in a series on the state of Islamic schools in the region

OMAR MAHFOUDHI

Muhammed Zaman
How do we guide our youth? It’s
a question that continually crops
up at board tables, conferences
and Friday sermons across the
city. Everyone has suggestions but
one Ottawa imam says he has the
answer.
It’s part of a very simple
equation, says Sheikh Ismail
Albatnuni, a teacher at the Ottawa
Islamic School and former imam
of the Ottawa Main Mosque. He
theorizes that a combination of
a good family environment and
good schooling will deliver wellrounded youth.
“More than sixty percent of
the youth in prison are Muslim.
Many (others) are in the mental
hospitals,” says Sheikh Ismail.
“We have Muslim youth who are
dealing drugs. Good, good youth.
I know them.”
High school is the turning point
for many young people. The
choices they make as teenagers
are likely to affect them even in
adulthood. To help these vulnerable
youth, Sheikh Ismail says we need
to keep them in “good schools”
such as the Ottawa Islamic School
that ensure academic excellence in
an Islamic atmosphere.
He accepts that public schools
may have better academic
environments due to greater

Sheikh Ismail Albatnuni making a point outside the Ottawa Islamic School

resources derived from government
funding. “But when it comes to
religion, there is no comparison,”
he says. “An Islamic school student
can pray their prayers on time, in
congregation. They can pray their
Friday prayers here. Girls who
come from public schools and
suffered (because of) practising
their religion, are free here.”
Lack
of
government
funding doesn’t seem to have
affected the Ottawa Islamic
School’s academic standings.
The school has demonstrated
well academically, topping public
schools on government regulated
provincial testing. The majority of
OIS students go on to university.
In addition to offering a
government
approved
and
accredited Islamic curriculum the
OIS also enforces strict Islamic

etiquette as part of their policy.
Students are segregated in the
classroom and are prohibited
from cross-gender communication
during the school day. Such
structurally developed schools are
the missing links to help fix the socalled “Muslim youth issue” says
Sheikh Ismail.
Long waiting lists
The problem, he says, is that
the Ottawa Islamic School being
the only Islamic school in the city
that provides a high school level
education can only accommodate
a handful of students. There’s a
growing waiting list for many
classes at the school. No one has
moved off the list because no one
has withdrawn from the school.
“Basically, there is no more
room,” says Sheikh Ismail.
Having 420 students between

was apparent to him that the city’s
approach to community building
in that area wasn’t working.
Drawing on his experience
with the United Nations and
other development organisations
in Pakistan, Mr. Jan together
with a small group of concerned
Banff residents and officials from
the police, the city and social
service agencies, created the No
Community Left Behind initiative.
Today, empowered residents of
Ledbury-Banff work closely with
each other, the police and a wide
variety of government agencies

to address their neighbourhood’s
needs. A Neighbourhood Watch
program is in place, programs
have been created for the area’s
large immigrant population, youth
have facilities for recreation and
gang activity has died down.
Surveys show residents feel safer,
children are doing better in school,
and people are healthier than they
were before. The project is such a
success that the City of Ottawa is
using what it learned in LedburyBanff to help the neighbourhoods
of Heatherington, Confederation
Court and Russell Heights.
For this issue, the Muslim Link
talked to Mr. Jan about a project
that has changed lives.
Where did the inspiration for
NCLB come from?
The inspiration came from a
few shocking incidents, such as a
crying woman showing me bushes
visible from her kitchen window,
where older youth used to take the
younger youth and force them to
do drugs. The younger youth were
harassed and beaten and couldn’t
tell their parents due to fear and
intimidation. I came home and
literally cried as I thought of my
own children in such a situation.
We formed a tenants’ association
in the same neighbourhood. One
night we had a community meeting

the ages of four and 18 spend
eight hours together everyday, is
bound to cause conflicts. Since
there is no cafeteria even the grade
twelve students are obliged to eat
in classrooms -- on desks. They
can’t use the gymnasium because
it doubles as a prayer room.
To deal with the problem, OIS
principal Mohammed Sheikh
Ahmed, Sheikh Ismail and other
staff have put together a proposal
to expand the school. To ease the
load of a new and costly project
onto the community, expansion
and renovation of the school will
be divided into two phases.
The first phase will focus on
getting portable classrooms to
accommodate the current and
expected increase in student
population. Immediate repairs
and renovations will also be dealt
with.
“The parking lot is horrible,
and full of holes. In the front, we
need to make another door. And
the hydro system is very old,” says
Sheikh Ismail.
He explains that because there
is no vestibule in the front of the
school, the doors cannot be opened
during the winter months without
making the interior extremely cold.
Building a vestibule will protect
the inside of the school from the
cold weather and will also ease
the burden on the heating system

which is over fifty years old.
The total price bracket for this
short-term plan is $150,000. This
will cover the cost of portables,
construction, and even a new
structure to display the school
name. Sheikh Ismail says if each
Muslim in the community donates
just two to five dollars per month
for the next two years, that will
be more than enough for OIS’s
needs.
The second phase of the project
will tackle the construction of a
separate high school building and
will carry a much higher price tag
of around eight million dollars.
The new OIS high school will
be located adjacent to the current
school but will boast a more
modern and clean design. It will
include twenty-one classrooms,
a gymnasium, an auditorium, a
cafeteria, and two labs. Sheikh
Ismail says this project is “very”
long term and is not the priority
right now.
Back at the current school,
thirty-three students are preparing
to be commemorated as the sixth
graduating class. With the Ontario
Secondary School Diploma in
their hands, they will take a field
trip half way across the world
to Mecca, to perform the umrah
(lesser pilgrimage) – an experience
that no public school in this country
will ever be able to offer. ■
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Helping others help themselves
A few years ago, the LedburyBanff area south of Bank St. and
Walkley Rd. had a reputation for
drugs, gang activity and violent
crime. Residents in the largely
poor area lived in fear not just of
their own neighbours but of the
police as well.
Abid Ullah Jan is community
development
specialist,
an
activist and an author of several
books on international affairs.
Originally from Pakistan, he came
to Canada 2002. When he joined
the South East Ottawa Centre for
a Healthy Community in 2005, it
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Abid Ullah Jan accepting the United Way’s 2007 Community Builder of
the Year Award.

and the president of the association
didn’t show up. I went to knock on
her door. She wouldn’t open the
door even for me. Speaking from
inside she told me how her 15year-old son had been harassed
and how she had been threatened
to stay away from the association.
In yet another neighbourhood
another woman from Rwanda
cried in front of 40 people at a
community meeting because her
car and house had been vandalized
four times in one month. She said
that even in Rwanda she didn’t feel
as unsafe.
All these shocking feelings
expressed by residents were
enough to make me look into
various options to bring change

and give hope to those who had
almost given up.
How does the project work?
We didn’t begin NCLB as
a project with an end date in
mind. The focus was on social
mobilization as a key component,
along with prevention and
empowerment,
community
policing, law enforcement and
neighbourhood restoration.
To generate interest and
engage residents, we used simple
questions (in our surveys), such
as: a) How long have your lived
in the neighbourhood? b) What
are some things you like about
your neighbourhood? c) If you had
Continued on p. 5
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A community transformed
Continued from p. 4
a magic wand, what’s one thing
you’d change? d) What skills could
you contribute to the change? e) If
others had a similar vision, would
you partner with them?
A steering committee was
established with representatives
from Ottawa Community Housing,
community
houses,
tenant
associations, South East Ottawa
Centre for a Healthy Community,
Ottawa Police, Youth service
agencies, Ottawa Legal Clinic,
Children’s Aid Society, Crime
Prevention Ottawa, United Way
and others.
Banff
was
selected
for
the pilot phase of the NCLB
implementation. Efforts were
made to restore community’s
trust, engage them in assessment
of the social, physical, and service
conditions in the neighbourhood.
The results were so positive that
the next year the initiative was
extended to Heatherington, Russell
Heights and Confederation Court
neighbourhoods.
NCLB has won several awards
including the United Way’s 2007
Community Builder of the Year
Award. Why has the project
been successful?
The reasons for its success
have been consistency: consistent
engagement
by
partners;
consistent interaction and working
with residents (not working for
residents); consistent support
provided to the action plans
prepared by residents on annual
basis. All it took is sticking to the
basics of community development,
helping residents stay positive,
voice
concerns,
contribute
to solutions and engage with
neighbours.
Moreover, commitment of
the service agencies and their
willingness to break out of the
status quo and inter/intra agency
silos helped us transform these
neighbourhoods and restore trust
and confidence of the residents.
Above all, credit goes to
individual community members
who took it upon themselves,
embraced challenges, invested
their time and personal resources
and rallied their neighbours around
them for a cause.
What were the challenges in
implementing this project?
Social mobilization was one
of the biggest challenges. It’s
not easy to do outreach in such
neighbourhoods where people are
living such isolated lives. Status
quo and the old ways of working
was another challenges. It took
a while to bring everyone on the
same page. Leveraging resources
and aligning services to deal with
the residents’ prioritized needs was
also not easy to achieve.

What difference do you see
in the lives of Ledbury-Banff
residents?
On individual level the woman,
whose 15-year-old son was being
harassed became the champion
in the community engagement
process. Parents who were living
in denial came forward and
voluntarily shared information
with the Ottawa Police.
Overall,
comparative
assessment of the feeling of
safety in these neighbourhoods
is the best indicator of success,
which went up from 50 to 84 per
cent in three years in Banff. In a
neighbourhood where people were
(initially) scared of coming out to
meetings at the community house,
residents were (later) marching
in the streets during the unveiling
of the neighbourhood watch sign.
A couple of years ago, no one
could even think of establishing
neighbourhood watch in these
communities.
What impact has the project
had on your life?
It provided me with an
opportunity to understand the
society, the culture and the
institutions here in Ottawa. I am
learning every single moment of
my life. It makes me feel I am
getting more than I can contribute.
I have been working and
developing
similar
models
elsewhere in the past as well.
However, the kind of appreciation,
encouragement,
commitment
and willingness to change and
innovative ideas that I experienced
here in Ottawa is beyond my
ability to describe. The city-wide
multi-agency collaboration that
has resulted is reflective of this
openness and flexibility.
My family, of course, has been
the victim of my enthusiastic,
up-to-18-hour long workdays. At
times, I feel guilty about it but the
satisfaction that I draw from giving
communities hope and relief from
living in fear, and (being) the kind
of role model I want to be for my
six little ones balance it out.
What’s next for the community
of Ledbury-Banff?
Almost 70 per cent of the
Banff neighbourhood has been
repopulated in the last year due to
extensive renovation. This means
the residents are facing a huge
task of engaging the newcomers
to the neighbourhood in the
same process of assessment and
joint planning. Service providers
too have to provide the needed
support. The good thing is that
Banff today stands as a role model
for other neighbourhoods in the
city. Residents are aware of that
and they are trying their best to
keep their neighbourhood safe and
thriving. ■
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Letter to the Editor

Live and let live
After hearing much debate about
the Shia Family Law, signed by the
Afghan President last month, I want
to share a different perspective.
I find it unfortunate when we, in
the West, are always ready to go in
with our troops to make it clear to
the rest of the world that our way
is best. Let’s turn the tables for a
second.
Let’s say we are the war-torn
country. The foreign country
occupying our territory tells us they
would like our laws overturned.
Let’s say, for example, that the
laws on gay marriage go against
their values and they decide to
do everything they can to abolish
them. Would we let another country
come in and overturn our legal
system? Of course not, it’s absurd!
And years ago, the gay marriage
law would have seemed absurd
to us too, but it is now legal and
there is now debate whether incest
should become legal as well!
Every country has its own laws even ones we don’t agree with - but
do we have a right to enforce our
views and laws on other countries?
We have things going on in the
West that would be unheard of in
many other countries, and it’s all

“legit”. Other cultures are probably
appalled by the way we live.
I always thought Muslim
countries were backward because
of the way they are viewed here.
However, when I travelled to one,
I noted much of the population
had degrees and their religion
(ie Islam) actually requires them
to keep pursuing education.
This fact, combined with the
country’s beauty, warm hospitality,
cleanliness and strong family ties,
made me realize that everything I
had learned here was false.
It’s time we start thinking for
ourselves and refuse to be spoonfed whatever views we are given.
Go out and travel, research and
observe the realities.
I’m not saying that I agree with
this new law being proposed,
because I don’t – at least not in the
manner that it has been portrayed
in the Canadian news. I do believe
that the timing is not coincidental
-- keep in mind that “good news”
stories don’t sell a war, but the
slightest negative story shows the
West as the “heroes”…once again.
I realize I might have stepped
on a few toes with this letter, but I
just can’t stand the fact that we, in

the West, still think we are living
better than everyone else and are
enforcing our corrupted way of life
on a country that is not our own.
The truth is, we are not better. In
fact, we might be far worse than
we could bear to know.
Peace be with you,
Um Yezen
Ottawa ■

Write to us...
Your thoughts...
Comments...
Criticisms...
Compliments
Send your letters to
letters@muslimlink.ca
Letters are edited for
length and clarity.

Upset, insulted but
definitely not worried
Sakina bint Erik
You either believe there is a God,
or you don’t. But should you be
made to feel silly to because you
believe there is a God? Should you
be insulted because you know that
there is a God, and are sure of it?
Well, if you answered “no” to
these two questions then I really
wish you had been sitting in City
Council recently. Perhaps you
could have made a difference
when they overturned the decision
to disallow atheists to run a bus

ad campaign. You may have had buses.
the misfortune to read the slogan
At first the ads were rejected by
“There’s probably no God, now the city. Then there was a split vote,
stop worrying and enjoy your life”
on the side of one of Ottawa’s
Continued on p. 6

